So You Don't Believe In Ghosts?

Hallowe'en at Lindenwood means old clothes, crazy costumes, beautiful manners, and extravagant orgies, and Mrs. Shirley's ghost floating up to Sibley Chapel from the cemetery. She flings a few pipes into the chapel, and the muffling sounds of the "Lost Chord" drift weirdly over the campus. Some of you will laugh and say you don't believe in ghosts. But beware at midnight on October 31st! All scoffers will be punished. You will not be warned again ! ! !

Advertisements Are News

Readers always look for the advertisements in a newspaper. They are considered news. The merchandise and services advertised in the Linden Bark by S. C. stands are news every Lindenwood girl should read. First, for the shopping guide, which is important. In addition, the revenue that is obtained enables us to have a better school newspaper.

Read the advertisements for the news that they contain and patronize the firms. Help keep the Linden Bark a good college newspaper.

Democracy at Lindenwood

To form a government prevalent on the campus of Lindenwood is the epitome of what democracy means. Our brothers, sweethearts, fathers, and uncles are risking their lives to preserve our country's democratic form of government, so shouldn't we risk the government of Lindenwood College? Last winter all said nothing. This fall they are asking for the standards that they uphold--and pitch in with a few helpful suggestions. They aren't trying to receive personal commendations for performing their duties.

Sure, you can voice your opinion about our government, but do it in such a manner as may be beneficial to all concerned--one of the beliefs of a democracy is that no idea is too silly to be entertained. We need to let off steam and express ourselves when and where they think it will do the most good.

Honorably, then, as one Lindenwoodite to four hundred and forty-nine others, don't you agree we have a lot to be thankful for?

War Styles

War styles have brought new high-lights in fashion. The new "warier" styles are flattering to all shapes and sizes of the female continentists.

Our patriotic costume designers have developed for us simple, practical frocks of flattering lines that keep within the government regulations of fabric conservation.

There are many new angles in the make-up of the dress. We have no more box pleats, no patch pockets; however, the shorter skirts and the long, sweeping V neck, are popular attractions.

Those of you who are the fragile type, are jubilant over the popular little house dress. They add lovely curves to the shapely legs. We, who are much less fragile are thankful the stylists haven't full-fashioned pumpkins.

With the development of synthetic materials that far surpass the old in loveliness, with the simple direct lines that suggest only slightly the trend of yesterday, the campus, of today may take a definite turn in a new direction, and they will soon be even more practical, but charming.

THOSE ENDURING CHARMS

Believe me if all those enduring young charms 
That I view with admiring dismay 
Are going to rub off on my shoulders 
And arms as the days pass.

This suit that was deemed just today, 
Will still be adored with my usual zeal. 
My sweetness, my darling, my own, 
But I'll sternly repress the emotions I feel--
I'll love you but leave you alone! 
'Tis not that your beauty is any

more the less, 
Or your cheeks unaccompanied 
glow.

They're lovely indeed, as I gladly confess, 
And I think I should leave them there.

For the bloom of your youth isn't  
Only there.

And the powder rubs off from your rose, 
So my love is Platonio, my dear for tonight.

For these are my very best clothes.

FROM THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN

The first marking period of the semester will close on October 30. You will then be able to see teachers to get your grades for the first six weeks, and to obtain a general idea of how you are beginning the year. Your grades are not on your permanent record. Therefore, do not be too discouraged if your first grade isn't as high as you think it should be. The instructors will explain why, and will be glad to assist you to be better by the next marking period. Don't hesitate to go to your teachers if you are in difficulty.

Students are reminded that to keep our counseling records up to date it is necessary to have permission from your parents or guardians. It is too often heard that all blank cards are urged to keep their program as they are at the present and to make credit cards at the earliest possible date.

I am much pleased in general with the way freshmen have adapted themselves to college life. It is my belief that those students are doing credit to themselves and to the college in general. I am looking forward to their making records that will please the school, their parents, and themselves.

I hope that I have met all the freshmen personally, and that they have met me again that you drop in to see me and tell me how you are getting your work. I am always glad to give any advice that I may, concerning your academic work.

Students are urged to see their counselors now and again. They will always be glad to see you, and give any possible assistance.

Maybe we're wrong, but it could have been foretold that made students. NICOSIA and NICOSIA's table with her the other day? Anyway, ANGIE and ANGELINE WEDFORD are much known to my other flat trying to get out the Cupboard (to assist her. Now for a rainy coming up. NICOSIA's way. Have you heard that the upper classroom might as well move out of the balcony down with the rest of the girls, because their one privilege, extra dancing nights, is about to be curtailed.

Oct. 20th

An added thought: the college will give the girls a feeling perfectly at home around here, but when it comes to the point where they can't make the law houses in the residence halls of other people's food, something should be done.

"Nuff said!"
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